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Coach Williams is a graduate of Astronaut High School in
Titusville, FL where he earned a basketball scholarship to
the State College of Florida (formally known as Manatee
Community College).
He later transferred to Allen University, located in South
Carolina, where he graduated Cum Laude in 2011, with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Human Services.

Establishing the Space Coast Stars in 2016, Corey has
opened the doors for youth mentorship programs to help
teach our youth life lesson skills on and off the court. Coach
Williams served as an Assistant Coach for Astronaut High
School in 2012. Head coach for Bethany Christian Academy
in 2015, where he helped lead the Eagles to a winning
season. In 2017 Coach Williams started the Space Coast
Stars Jr. Magic league, to help train and teach the basic
fundamentals(floor spacing, defense, shooting, importance
of teamwork and knowing your role on the court) of the
game for kids 5 to 18 years old. Coach Williams was offered
the opportunity in 2018 and 2019 to coach and help build up
3 academies in China. In 2019 he was awarded the Jr. NBA
coach for the Orlando Magic. In 2021 he won Lead Brevard's
4 under 40 Award. Coach Williams serves on the Palm Bay
Youth Advisory Board, Hey Blue Advisory Board, sits on
Evans Center Board, and continues to use his platform to
inspire change for the next generation.
Coach Williams continued his basketball career overseas,
and received offers to play basketball in Ireland, Canada,
Germany, and Spain.

Why SCS Academy of Legacy College:
Coach Williams founded SCS Academy on the foundation of
what he learned while over in China. China had a poverty
rate of 88% which dropped to 0.7% because of Optimism.
Coach Williams philosophy is simple “When presented with
the right tools, our youth are better prepared for a brighter
future”.
Teaching our kids trade while continuing the sport they love
will help create this hope, because it gives our youth a
chance. A chance to level the playing field when it comes to
job placement and skill sets for requires jobs. We are giving
our student a chance at life. Sports is good for our mental
well-being; it helps reduce depression and anxiety. Through
our Academy we can get students out of their environment,
outside of their comfort zones, to help challenge them in a
positive way to understand different opportunities that
sports can bring to their life, and that you do not have to be
a pro to be successful, you just have to have the “Pro”
mindset (discipline, commitment, structure, always willing
to learn. I believe this model will help make a lasting impact
in their life. Teach them about the necessary life skills that
they need to function as an adult, examples, filing taxes,
filling out W-2s, balancing check books, learning how to own
and operate their own business.
This opportunity to those who are trying to navigate through
life with the necessary life skills, will help create optimism

by ensuring that they have a chance in the work world and
to ensure themselves a trade that can help benefit their
future life and career goals.
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